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Your Premium Hunting Safari Outfitter in Southern Africa



Mario hunted his first animal, a common blesbuck, at the age of 16 and since his passion for 
hunting only grew. 
At the age of 21 Mario obtained his Dangerous Game License in South Africa and was a   
Registered Outfitter in the Free State after he completed his PH course with the Johan Calitz 
and Kobus Schoeman PH Hunting School.

Mario hunted Botswana and Mozambique for 8 years, and returned to South Africa where 
he hunted for more than 10 years, he also accompanied lots of clients on big game hunts to 
Namibia. His experience and passion for the African terrain, is what sets Trek Africa apart. 
Charles took his first Bushbuck as a young boy on a family dairy farm in the Southern Cape 
of South Africa. Ever since that first hunting trip he was hooked and started reading hunting 
stories of a wild and mysterious Africa. His romance with hunting knew no end; he grabbed 
every opportunity to be outdoors trekking after something wild in the African bush. It was 
inevitable that his love for hunting would eventually lead to trekking after dangerous game. 
It’s in this pursuit that Charles met Mario on a very tough buffalo hunt. The buffaloes were 
extremely elusive and Charles was only offered one shot - 3 hours before dark on the last 
day. The shot was taken but unfortunately did not kill the buffalo. Mario and Charles trekked 
after the buffalo well into the dark of night in very dense shrub, until they eventually had to 
give up on the chase.  
Many tears later and well into this night filled with the pain of a wounded buffalo that got 
away, the pair realised that their dreams of a mysterious Africa, filled with uncertainty and 
adventure is 100% aligned. It was at this 
moment that the dream of Trek Africa   
Hunting was born… 
Both Mario and Charles are Professional 
Hunters, and when you hunt with Trek Africa, 
their love for the animal kingdom and the 
wildlife of Africa, amongst which they were 
born and raised, is clearly visible. 

About Us

The African Adventure Awaits

Mario Tinkler & Charles Robertson



Whether you are a first-time African hunter or a seasoned veteran of multiple safaris,          
Africa's plentiful and diverse wildlife delivers a new pleasure every time you visit. Trek Africa 
has concessions all over Southern Africa, giving you access to a wide range of conditions 
and terrain. We will make sure that you get a genuine African Safari experience, whilst      
promoting ethical game hunting.  
Few South African hunting outfitters offer an all-inclusive package, as we do at Trek Africa. 
That means that we handle the entire process from the time you schedule your hunt to the 
time your trophies are exported back to your home country.

South Africa is a beautiful country on the southernmost tip of the African continent with a 
comparative area slightly less than twice the size of 
Texas. Marked by several distinct ecosystems, there are 
dozens of protected land and marine areas in South 
Africa, including the famous Kruger National Park in the 
north, as well as nearly 9,000 privately-owned game 
reserves throughout the country.

Official Name:

Captials:
 

Population:

Official Languages:  
 
   

Climate:

Winter Temp:

Summer Temp:

Republic of South Africa

Pretoria (administrative), Cape Town (legislative), 
Bloemfontein (judicial)

60 million

Afrikaans, English, Northern Sotho, Xhosa, Zulu, 
Southern Sotho, Tswana, Tsonga, Venda, Swati, 
Ndebele

Mild winters, dry hot summers

32-75 °F     |   0-23 °C

75-100 °F   |   23-37 °C

What to Expect

The quality and diversity of our hunting areas and our staff of 
highly skilled professional hunters have contributed to making 
Trek Africa Hunting one of the most well-known premium hunting 
outfitters for both domestic and international hunters alike.

South Africa

Fun Facts



Hunters crave the pure thrill of the chase, which is inevitable on a Southern African hunting 
safari. Beautiful mountain ranges and enormous savannahs splayed beneath wide blue 
skies and golden beaches that lace the turquoise coastlines await hunters upon touchdown 
on our sunny continent.

At Trek Hunting Africa we believe every hunt is special. We therefore prefer creating custom 
hunting packages to suit the exact needs of our clients. We will organize your hunting safari 
based on the species you wish to hunt.

Trek Africa Hunting Safaris can make your dream of hunting The 
Big 5 a reality! If you have always dreamed of hunting black death, 
Cape Buffalo or Leopard in Southern Africa, we can offer you a 
customized hunting safari package.

Trophy Hunting

Dangerous 
Game

View All Species

https://trekafricahunting.com/p9/trophy-hunting/dangerous-game-hunting.html


Southern Africa has long been regarded as one of the world's most popular trophy hunting   
destinations, especially for plains game hunting. While some hunting grounds are located in 
provincial game reserves, some of the hunting occurs on private reserves. A true success 
story of how hunting contributes to conservation. 

Based on our professional advice and guidance and knowledge of the species and terrain, 
you have the option to choose the area(s) in which you choose to hunt, the list of trophies 
you wish to pursue, and the duration of your hunting trip in Africa.

Plains 
Game

View All Species

https://trekafricahunting.com/p10/trophy-hunting/plains-game-hunting.html


Discounted Daily Rates
Create your own dream hunt





Packages

1 on 1   |   Duration: as needed
Custom Package

Buffalo <40”
Sable <44”
Option to upgrade animals available





1 on 1   |   Duration: 6 Nights   |   2 Animals
Buffalo/Sable Combo

Crocodile

1 on 1   |   Duration: 6 Nights
Crocodile Package

Kudu
Blue Wildebeest





Impala
Warthog





1 on 1   |   Duration: 6 Nights   |   4 Animals
First Timer Package

Eland
Kudu





Nyala
Bushbuck





1 on 1   |   Duration: 6 Nights   |   4 Animals
Spiral Combo

White Rhino

1 on 1   |   Duration: 6 Nights
White Rhino Package

$12 500

from $5 500

$6 500

$10 500 

from $18 000

Price on Request



Accommodation
Trek Africa has concessions all over Southern Africa, our private safaris include stays 
at smaller, luxury camps and private reserves, where you will experience unrivalled 
encounters with animals such as Buffalo, Zebra, Giraffe, small antelope and more. 

Despite our remote locations, you'll experience astonishing luxury in the bush, with 
world-class amenities, personalised service, and African hospitality that will exceed 
your expectations.

View Gallery

https://trekafricahunting.com/p13/accommodation/accommodation-while-on-safari.html
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Destinations

Our private safaris include stays at smaller, luxury camps and private reserves, where you 
will experience unrivalled encounters with animals such as Buffalo, Zebra, Giraffe, small 
antelope and more. Despite our remote locations, you'll experience astonishing luxury in the 
bush, with world-class amenities, personalised service, and African hospitality that will 
exceed your expectations.

South Africa

The landlocked quintessential African country of Botswana has for many years lured hunters 
from all over the world with promises of a magnificent trophy Elephant bull, and there is 
nowhere else on the planet where you can experience the adrenaline rush of following a 
Bushman tracker on the track of your first leopard.

Botswana



Zambia, a wonderful destination with very varied species. Your commonly sought after game 
hunts includes Lions, Elephants, Leopards and Buffalo, with large amounts of top-trophy 
plains game species.

Zambia

Although only marginally larger than Texas, Namibia offers exceptional opportunities for 
hunters of any experience level with a focus on fair chase, ethical hunting. Namibia’s         
government strongly supports wildlife utilisation, and their constitution is the first worldwide 
that makes provision for sustainable use of the natural and living resources in the country. 
They know that trophy hunting plays an integral part of  conservation.

Namibia



+27 79 503 5509  •  mario@trekafricahunting.com  •  www.trekafricahunting.com  


